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A B S T R A C T 

The deployment of the cloud in an organization needs to address a wide range of security issues. In this regard, an 

appropriate planning strategy and knowledge of risks, threats, vulnerabilities, and possible measures are required. The 

countermeasures of employer’s and employee’s safety and threats have to be analyzed and then this technology has to 

be adopted amicably. In a cloud computing environment, all data are stored in a network resource and the information 

is accessed through digital computers. It is necessary to adopt confidentiality during importing and exporting the data 

in a cloud environment however both the information facility and the client are located in any corner of the globe. 

There are various security and privacy issues that need to be addressed in cloud computing environments. This paper 

aims to explore different unresolved issues that threaten the adoption and proliferation of cloud computing and provide 

proactive and reactivemeasures to contain the various issues which affect the different stakeholders in a cloud 

environment. 

 

Introduction 

Security is one of the issues associated with cloud computing slowing adoption. Because only 10% are 
moving to cloud computing. One of the biggest security concerns is that when information moves through 

the cloud, you lose control of it. Although you can access your data through the cloud, we cannot guarantee 

that others will not have access to your data. In a cloud-based software environment, physical security is 

higher because the loss of the client system does not affect data or software. Cloud Computing provides 

access to many amazing application programs, access, fast processing, unlimited storage, and access to easy-

to-create features. Cloud computing accounts for 69% of all Internet users or uses software applications for 

web-based software. "Washington DC, the USA on the Internet, about 69% of the Internet, Internet storage 

data, Internet storage data, such as text processing software on your webcam. At the same time, this user uses 

the" Cloud Computing "platform to which data and applications are connected to the cyber. It allows users to 

access Web Connected devices. Operating systems, virtualization, resource plans, transaction management, 

load balancing, parallel processing, and memory management. 

Therefore, many security issues for these systems and technologies apply to cloud computing. For example, a 

network that connects systems to the cloud must be secure. In addition, the virtualization paradigm of cloud 

computing results in several security issues. For example, mapping virtual machines on virtual machines 

should be done safely. Data security involves encrypting data and ensuring that appropriate policies are 

applied to data sharing. In addition, the allocation of resources and memory management algorithms should 

be protected. Finally, data mining techniques may be effective in detecting malware in the cloud. The issue 

of security has played a very important role in preventing the adoption of cloud computing. Without a doubt, 

putting your data, and using your software on someone else's hard disk using someone else's CPU seems 

difficult for many. Well-known security issues such as data loss, identity theft, and botnet (which works 
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remotely from the machine) pose significant threats to the organization's data and software. In addition, the 

high-density model and computer resources integrated into cloud computing have introduced new security 

challenges that require new strategies to address them. For example, hackers can use Cloud to set up a botnet 

as Cloud often provides reliable infrastructure services at a relatively low price to launch attacks. 

1 Malware Injection Attack 

During the cloud system authentication and authorization process, the web server and browser can exchange 

metadata. An attacker can exploit this by intercepting the metadata exchange. In either case, either the 

adversary sets up his instance or the adversary injects malicious code. In this case, either the malicious 

service or code appears as one of the valid instance services running in the cloud. If an attacker succeeds, the 

cloud service will suffer from eavesdropping and deadlocks, causing the legitimate user to wait for a job that 

was not generated by them. This type of attack is known as a Malware Injection attack. [1] 

 

  
Fig 1 Malware Injection in Cloud 

 

 

2 SQL Injection Attack           

The SQL injection attacks target SQL servers that run vulnerable database applications in the cloud 

infrastructure. Thus, the cyber attacker exploits the vulnerabilities of the web servers, then injects malicious 

code to circumvent the login credentials and gain unauthorized access to the backend databases. Once this is 

accomplished, the attacker can further manipulate the contents of the SQL server databases, retrieve 

confidential data, remotely execute system commands, or even take control of the webserver for further 

criminal activities.[2] 
 

Fig 2 SQL Injection from an Attack 

 

During an SQL injection attack by the Asprox botnet, a thousand bots equipped with an SQL injection kit 

were used. The bots sent encoded SQL queries containing the exploit payload to Google using web servers 

that ran the ASP.net framework. The bots then conduct SQL injection attacks on the websites returned by 

those queries. In total, over 6 million URLs of 153,000 different websites hosted on various cloud 

infrastructures were affected by the Approx. botnet.[7] 
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3 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

 

With this, the cyber attacker injects malicious texts, such as JavaScript, VBScript, ActiveX, HTML, and 

Flash, into a vulnerable webpage to exploit these various texts in the victim's web browser. Thereafter, the 

cyber attacker may steal a session cookie used for authentication purposes to access the victim's account or 

trick the victim into clicking on a malicious link.[3] For example, cyber researchers recently in Germany 

successfully demonstrated an XSS attack against the Amazon AWS Cloud Computing Platform. The 

vulnerability of the Amazon store allowed the team to cancel an AWS session and gain successful access to 

all customer data (this includes verification data, tokens, and blank text passwords).[6] 
 

Fig 3 Cross-Site Scripting with a Website 

 

 

4 The Wrapping Attack 

Wrapping attacks use Extensible Markup Language (XML) signature wrapping (or XML rewriting) to 

exploit vulnerabilities when web servers verify signed requests. This type of online attack is carried out while 

translating Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages between a legitimate user and a web server. 

The cyber attacker embedded a fake element (message) in the message structure, moved the actual message 

body under the threat, and replaced the message content with malicious code. From here, then instantly sent 

to a server hosted by cloud computing infrastructure.[4] 
 

 
Fig 4 Stages of Wrapping Attack 

 

While the original message theme is still active, the server will be tricked into authorizing a truly modified 

message. As a result, the cyber attacker will be able to gain unauthorized access to protected resources. 

From here, illegal activity can continue.[4] 

As cloud users often ask for services from cloud computing service providers through a web browser, cloud 

attacks can cause damage to cloud systems as well. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) is in danger of  

collapsing in 2018.[4] 
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Studies have shown that EC2 is weak in the process of ensuring SOAP message security. A signed SOAP 

application for official use can be captured and modified. As a result, the cyber attacker can take improper 

action on the victims' accounts in the cloud.[10] 

Using the XML signature packing method, online researchers also revealed a hacking account hack that used 

the risk on Amazon AWS. By switching to digitally signed authorized SOAP messages, online researchers 

are now able to gain unauthorized access to a customer's account. They can also delete and create new images 

on the client EC2, and perform other control functions.[10] 

 

 

 

5 Flooding Attack 
Flooding Attacks are easy to make however carry outstanding disruption. This type of assault may be detected by the 

usage of RREQ or data entry (Refaeli, Srivastava, DaSilva, & Eltoweissy). In RREQ flooding the attacker floods the 

RREQ across the complete community with multiple community resources. The location of the attacker can be decided 

by selecting offline IP addresses. So, no node can respond to RREP packets in those flooded RREQs. The attacker in 

the information circulation gets entry to the community and arranges routes between all the nodes inside the 

community.[4] Once the routes are suspended, the attacker installs an unlimited number of empty information packets 

at the network to all other nodes inside the network. these limitless information packets overload the network. Any 

node that serves as a destination will constantly be used to preserve gaining access to useless and undesirable 

records.[9] 
 

 

Fig 5 Flooding attack from an attacker with the use of bot in cloud 

 

6 Misconfiguration in Cloud 

Insufficient cloud safety settings are the primary purpose of cloud data breaches. The techniques of many 

security management businesses are not enough to guard their cloud-based total infrastructure.[5] Several 

factors contribute to this. Cloud infrastructure is designed to be clean to apply and permit clean statistics 

sharing, making it tough for organizations to make certain that records are accessible best to authorized 

organizations.[5] 
 

Fig 6 Classification of misconfigurations in cloud 
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Also, groups that use cloud-based infrastructure are unable to fully perceive and manipulate their 

infrastructure, because of this, they want to rely upon the security controls provided using their cloud service 

issuer (CSP) to configure and at ease their cloud deployments. due to the fact, that maximum businesses are 

unexpected with shielding cloud infrastructure and often have a couple of cloud-based packages - every with 

a unique set of security controls provided using carriers - it is simple to repair faults or safety surveillance to 

go away from cloud-based agency assets uncovered to attackers.[5] 

 

7 Discussion and Analysis Prevention methods: 

a. Cross-site scripting: 

 Running in user input is one way to prevent XSS vulnerabilities in applications. Escape means taking the 

data obtained from the application and making sure it is secure before handing it to the user. Doing so  

prevents important characters from the web page data from being interpreted as usable code. Prevents the 

browser from translating the characters used to indicate the start or end of usable code, and translates it to 

run. For example, quotation marks, brackets, and other punctuation are sometimes used to set usable code. 

Skipping these characters means converting them from a single character that can be displayed into a 

character unit that the browser interprets as printable versions of the characters.[3] 

 User input cleaner scrubs data without characters that can be used. It converts inappropriate user input to an 
acceptable format and ensures that the received data cannot be interpreted as usable code. This method is 

especially useful for web pages that allow HTML tagging.[6] 

 Input authentication enables the app to provide accurate data so that malicious data does not harm the 

website, website, and users. Input authentication prevents XSS from being used on forms. Prevents users 

from adding special characters to webpage data input fields by rejecting the request. Input verification helps 

reduce the chances of injury if the attacker detects such an XSS vulnerability. [7] 
 

b. SQL injection attack: 

 Train and maintain awareness 

To keep your web application secure, everyone involved in web design should be aware of the risks 

associated with SQL Injection. You must provide appropriate safety training to all your engineers, QA staff, 

DevOps, and Sysadmins. You can start by posting them on this page [4] 

 Do not trust any user input 

Treat all user input as untrustworthy. Any user input used in SQL query introduces the risk of SQL injection. 

Manage input from verified and/or internal users in the same way as you manage socially.[4] 

 Use the latest technology 

Older web development technologies do not have SQLi protection. Use the latest version of the site 

development and language and the latest technologies associated with that area/language. For example, PHP 

use PDO instead of MySQL. 

 Use the proven methods 

Do not attempt to build SQL protection from scratch. Many modern development technologies can provide 

you with security measures against SQLi. Use such methods instead of trying to rename the wheel. For 

example, use a query with parameters or saved processes. 

 Regularly scan (with Acunetix) 

SQL injections may be provided by your developers or by external libraries/modules/software. You should 

always check your web applications using a vulnerable web scanner like Acunetix. If you are using Jenkins, 

you should install the Acunetix plugin to automatically scan all properties.[8] 

c. Flooding Attack: 

Installing an IPS to detect anomalous traffic patterns. 

 If capability exists, configure the onsite firewall for SYN Attack Thresholds and SYN Flood protection. 

Installing up-to-date networking equipment that has rate-limiting capabilities. 

 Installing commercial tools to gain visibility across the entire network with the ability to see and analyze 

traffic from different parts of the network.[11] 
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d. Malware Injection Attack: 

 Always Use Reliable Antivirus/Anti-Malware Software. 

 Use Firewalls, Web Application Firewalls, & Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems. 

 Run Regular Scans and Vulnerability Assessments. 

 Establish (or Hire) a SOC to Enhance Your Cyber Security Capabilities 

 Develop and Implement Cyber Security Policies.[1] 
 

e. Misconfiguration in Cloud: 

 Implement logging practices: Turn on logging to help manage the number of users making changes within 

your cloud environment. By tracking changes, you can help identify the cause of any misconfiguration 

events. 

 Enable encryption: Enabling encryption protects data from unauthorized viewing.[11] 

 Check permissions: Limit permissions to only those individuals who need access to perform their job 

functions. Widespread access creates weak links in your overall security. 

 Perform consistent misconfiguration audits: Ensure your cloud environment stays secure by implementing 
regular audits to look for signs of misconfiguration and other cloud-based threats.[5] 

 Create, apply, and communicate strong security policies: Be sure you set and integrate strong security 
policies into all processes used to build or enhance cloud infrastructure. Don’t forget to communicate these 

policies to employees so they aren’t misconfiguring cloud settings without knowing it.[5] 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

Cloud security can be established not only through security aspects implemented with the help of 

technological methods but through some disciplined and systematic approaches adopted in the working 

environment. The general attacks in cloud environments such as Malware Injection attacks, SQL Injection 

Attacks, Flooding Attacks, and Wrapping attacks along with their security solutions through preventive 

methods have been dealt with in this paper elaborately. A security model which is invulnerable to any 

security breach and threat in the cloud environment can be developed by following the methods suggested as 

preventive methods in this paper. 
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